(C.) Barbra Streisand. "When you bring the right people together at the
right time... miracles will happen. The Nations of Indigenous
peoples are the right people - the time is now... Join me today in
supporting the 150th anniversary of the gathering of the Nations.
The miracle will be historic."
(D.) Garth Brooks. We don't personally see the origin of the wind
anymore than we experience than we experience watching trees take
root. And, as people who are not Native Americans we will not
experience the full human emotion of the gathering of the Nations however, we can be a small part of the celebration! While each of
those things occur without our seeing them happen, we can celebrate
the fact they do. Join me and thousands of non-Indian Americans in
supporting the 150th anniversary of the gathering of Nations."
(E.) Gloria Steinam.. "There are no traditions more deeply rooted in the
Americas than those of its Indigenous peoples. And, the only thing
which keeps us bound as one family is the acknowledgement of, and
appreciation for, our varied cultures. As the fires are built,
signaling to the world that the gathering of the Nations is happening
again - 150 years later - we will know that the work to keep
traditions alive is underway. Join me in coming forth with your
support and in standing back in awe. America is making history,
again."

(F.) Robert Redford. "We understand the option of moving around from
place to place.. Native Americans understand the need to stand still.
We understand the need to own land and water... Native Americans
understand that no one can own land and water, we may only use it
carefully while we are here. We understand that resolutions are
made every New Years Eve only to be broken. Native Americans
understand that traditions are a way of life - generation after
generation. Native Americans will gather this year to Commemorate
the 1843 International Indian Council. Join me in recognizing the
historic consequence of this gathering and in supporting America's
deepest heritage.

